RIG #4 INVENTORY

DRAWWORKS:
Gardner Denver 800 (1000HP), Rated to 16,000’ with 4½” Drill Pipe

MAST & SUBSTRUCTURE:
L.C. Moore – 142FT, 650,000# SHL, 16FT Box on Box Substructure

POWER:
2 Caterpillar C-18 Engines
620 HP each @ 1800 RPM w/Torque Converters

PUMP #1:
Brewster 1600HP powered by Caterpillar 399 with Torque Converter

PUMP #2:
Brewster 1600HP powered by Caterpillar 399 with Torque Converter

ROTATING & TRAVELING EQUIPMENT:
Rotary Table – 23”
350 Ton Block/Hook Combo
Tesco 250 Ton HXI Top Drive (Optional)

GENERATOR #1:
Caterpillar C3456 Engine w/450 KW Generator

GENERATOR #2:
Caterpillar C3456 Engine w/450 KW Generator

B.O.P.:
Shaffer type LWS – 11” 5,000# Double Ram
Shaffer type Annular – 11” 5000#
Choke Manifold 4 1/16” 5,000#
Closing Unit 6-Station, 120 Gallon

MUD SYSTEM:
1200 Barrel 2-Pit System w/150 Barrel Pre-mix Pit
NOV 235 w/ Dual Linear Shale Shakers
De-Siliter 8-Cone
De-Sander 2-Cone

DRILL PIPE & DRILL COLLARS:
4½” & 5” G105 Drill Pipe – From Inventory as needed
6½” & 8” Drill Collars – From Inventory as needed

LOCATION SIZE:

```
+---+---+---+
| 150’ | 50’ | 150’ |
+---+---+---+
| 120’ |
```